EMENDATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS
IN EPIGRAMS

Dans cet article nous essayons d'interpréter le vocabulaire de trois épigrammes de la Collection Palatine: A.P. 9.62 d'Euénos, A.P. 9.387 de l'Empereur
Hadrien (selon d'autres de Germanicus) et A.P. 7.723 (anonyme).

In this paper I would like to elucidate several points in epigrams
about Greek cities commemorated in the Greek Anthology.
The first epigram that I would like to discuss is A.P. 9.62 by Euenus
(=A.S.F. Gow -D.L. Page, The Garland of Philip, Cambridge 1968,
2302 f.f.). Here is the text:
trepi.PleoTov
-1176XLV, " I XIOV
•
Trápoc eirrrŭpyolc TEixEcri. KkriCollévriv,
dulivoc -1-éqhyg Kai-E81yoKEv- ĉtXX' év 011-rjp9
▪
xcOuceictiv g pKOC xoucra. TrUkilV,
01)KET1 IIE OXĈUPEL TWO(p1.50pa 801ipaT ' 'AX0.163V,
TrávTow 8' 'EXkl"11,COV KEICY01101 EV aT6111:101.V.

Although the general sense of the epigram is clear as it is explained
by the lemmatist, «E 'IS "I Xtov -njv TróXtv, v Trópericrav 'EXX-rjvcc,
5-1-t 81 Ĉt T01) 9011 -11p0V • dtelp.VTIGTOC 1.1dXA011 icai CCILISVIOC yé-yovev»,
lines 3f. have caused difficulties to interpreters.
According to Gow -Page, op. cit., vol. II p. 291, «alá)vos -récppri
Ka-rE81j6oicev» is «a vile phrase; it is the one attempt at originality, and
the worst thing in the epigram. Time may reduce a city to ashes, and
Time may devour a city, but to combine these ideas in the phrase the
ashes of Time have devoured the city is to talk nonsense».
Even worse K. Hartigan l , p. 71 n. 17, comments as follows on xaXKcíwv... TruX63v in line 4: «The phrase is an awkward one. Even if we
K. Hartigan, 77ze Poets and the Cities: Selections from the Anthology about Greek Cities,
Beitrdge zur Klassischen Philologie, Heft 87, Meisenheim am Glan: Verlag Anton Hain, 1979.
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assume the gates are those of the Underworld (at 11. VIII 15 the gates
are iron and the roadway bronze), and as the poet is undying, so his
work is eternal, there are better ways of saying this. I would like to see
something like a brazen clasp on a volume of Homer; although the
codex form would have been used at this period I can find no evidence
of a 'brazen clasp».
In line 3, the phrase «GLICZVOC TETp -ri» does not seem to appear
elsewhere, and it is a variation of the common topos, on the fire that
devoured a city, already adduced by Headlam 2 p. 33f., and Borthwick3
p. 430f. The noun Té(ppri, like its synonym arro8óc, followed by a defining genitive of material is a common expression both in poetry and
prose, cf. Allen-Halliday-Sikes 4 p. 316, where the expression is fully
analysed. On the pattern of such phrases, Euenus, instead of a genitive
of material, uses the genitive duZvoc, thus he creates one of the most
common types of metaphor whereby a substantive is followed by a genitive 5 ; aláivoc is genitivus causae (or genitivus auctoris, if we write
Alciívoc). The sense is «the dust generated by time (or by Time)».
It is well known that the Achaeans after conquering Troy reduced the
city to ashes 6 , a common theme from early Epic to Quintus Smyrnaeus.
As Skiadas 2 , p. 149, says, the epigrammatists of the Anthology when
referring to the Trojan legend are used to giving «ein Grund der
Zerstórung». In A.P. 9.77 (Antip. Thess.), Hera, jealous of Zeus' attention to Ganymedes, threatens Troy with destruction; Agathias
Scholasticus in A.P. 9.152 maintains that Troy was sacked by the wooden horse, whereas in A.P. 9.154 (id.) Athena destroyed Ilion revenging
2 W. Headlam, Herodas, The Mimes and Fragments, Cambridge 1966 (1922). In the examples cited by Headlam we may add, Call. fr. 195.25 (Pfeiffer).dtXX' a-rpcuiCet K-qui rqv Té(ppriv
ol(x1v€1: (SC. rò Trŭp), and Euph. fr. 50.3 (Powell) cl)c . TrUpi. Kap96p.Eva Ocupapfj IvSaX.Xero
Té (ppfi.
3 E. K. Borthwick, Emendations and Interpretations in the Greek Anthology, CQ 21 (1971)
426-436.
4 T. W. Allen-W. R. Halliday-E. E. Sikes, The Homeric Hymns, Amsterdam 1980 (Oxford
1936).
5 On such metaphors used frequently in post -Hellenistic epic poetry, cf. G. Giangrande, On
the Halieutica of Oppian, Eranos 68 (1970), p. 87, n. 29.
6 On the noun -rélppi and its synonyms as an emblem of the destruction of Troy, cf. Lyc.
=Alex. 969 f. Tréveoc uéytarov Kal Si' al(i)voc Tra-rpac / Zo-rat Trup6c Wrratolv ii0aXw[iévric, and on the town of Egesta mourning for the fall of Troy, cf. Sen. Troad. 21 ater favilla squalet Iliaca dies. On the verb Tc(pp6() meaning «reduce a town to ashes», cf. Bauer, Witrt. N.T., S.V.
7 A. Skiadas, Homer im Griechischen Epigramm, Athen 1965.
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Paris. Euenus, in the epigram under discussion, followed later by
Agathias Scholasticus s , deviates from such mythological explanations;
according to him it is not the real ashes that have devoured Troy but
mainly «the ashes of time».
Now in line 4, xaMcclwv... TrvXCiiv, can only refer to Troy, defended
«by brazen gates». The use of bronze in architecture is already mentioned in Homer, 0 15 xáXiccoc o ŭ8óc on the roadway to Hades, n 83, 89
of Alcinoous palace, and Hesiod Theog. 732 f. Oŭpas (v.l. Tr ŭXas).../
xaXicelas; thereafter the adjective is frequently used in this sense, e.g.
D.S. 2.9.3., 17.71.6 on the brazen gates of Persepolis.
In literature we have no evidence of brazen gates of Troy, and although this is not unlikely, Euenus certainly employs here the adjective
in its metaphorical meaning, «hard», «strong», cf. L.S.J. 9 s.v. 2, already
found in Homer, E 387, P 425 and K 4 on which cf. Dindorf, Sch. Vet.,
ad. loc.; the adjective is also interpreted in Suidas, s.v. xáXiceoc: laxvpOc, aTE pc0C.
Such metaphorical expressions are also common in fourth century
rhetoric, e.g. Aeschin. 3.84: «Nal, (i)Jvá xaXicoic Kal ci8aptav-rivoic
-rEixemv, ths a ŭ-róc
oi (sc. Demosthenes), -njv xuSpav
-re1x10-E Tlj T(7)V E ŬPOEWV ICŒL 9111301[ÚJV 0-141.ItaX1Cit>>9.
It was a common topos among post-Hellenistic epic poets and epigrammatists that Troy achieved its fame through the Homeric poems
and Euenus fully utilizes this topos here, i.e. the gates of Troy are not
real gates, but the Homeric poems which have defended the city not
from the Achaeans but from oblivion (=a16 -woc -ré-c)prOio.
Thus Euenus using these two metaphors heightens the force of the
epigram by providing a rhetorical contrast (cf. the emphatic use of

8 Cf. A. P. 9.153. 5f. Trchrra xpoviri TE p.000C X ŭatc Kal Motpct Kpa -ranj / fipiracrev.
9 As R. B. Richardson, Aeschines against Ctesiphon, New York 1979 (Boston-L,ondon
1889), p. 104, observes. Aeschines probably has been influenced here by Demosthenes 18.299,
meoic TEixi.cra. T1j1) TESX1,11 01/81 TrXim3otc
dtX.X Htv Tbv 1.tbv TE xt ap.Ov
Poŭkri SucnitiK aKOTTEZV, dipîjci€tç 51ACI. Ki TIZÄELC ai TÓTIDUç Kal À.qiiaç Kal VELDC
Kai ErroXXoid í TrTrouç Kal. Toix hulp -roírnia, ĉiturvop.évouc; for a similar expression, cf.
Demades, 2. On the intluence of fourth century rhetoric upon epigrammatists, cf. F. A. Gragg, A
Study of the Greek Epigram before 300 B.C., Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Seiences, XLVI, 1 (1910), p. 31 f.
10 The phrase, used metaphorically, is attested again in the Anthology 9.518 (Alc. Mess.),
xakicEictc... TrŭXac imucápwv In A. P. 7. 138 (Acerat.), Hector is called gpKOC pvp.vén-a-rov of
the wall of Troy.
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á.XXĉt in line 3) between the decline of Troy and its existence in the
Homeric poems11.
The verb crkárurco in line 5, mainly a prosaic word, is very rarely
attested in epic, h. Merc. 90, 207, A.R. 1.371; the word does not mean
here «dig», «dig into me» as Gow-Page, loc. cit., render. The verb, when
it is transitive and construed with an accusative, usually means «dig up»
(translation by Paton, ad. loc.) «umgraben», «umhacken», cf. Bauer,
Wórt. N.T., s.v. 2, and in the line under discussion it has rather the notion
«destroy completely», «raze to the ground», a meaning which the verb
has in its compound form ka-raukáTurco, cf. A. Ag. 525 Tpotav ka-rao-kthimv-ra.../ Atóc FiaKéXX13, S. Ph. 998 Tpdav... ka-rao-kthpai PILgt.
We shall now explain A.P. 9.387, by the emperor Hadrian or by
Germanicus (=D.L. Page, Further Greek Epigrams, Cambridge 1981, p.
559f.):
" EICT0p, Apiiov GLIJ.U, ICGTá X0OVOC

TTOU OIKOUEIC,

xolp€, KU1 dinvevaov Patóv inrép TraTpt8oc.
”1 Xi.ov duceiTai icXelvi) TTOXIC, áv8pac Zxcruact
GOŬ p.év ĉupaupoTépouc, ĉtXX' ZT' dpiii(pRove
Mupp.t8Ovcc 8 ĜITTOX01,TO. 11 -0910-TaGO, Kat Xéy' 'AxiXXci
EkocraXtriv Ketaeal Trdo-av iiîr Alveci8aLc.

The adjective áprii(piXouc in line 4 has puzzled K. Hartigan, op. cit., p.
70 n. 13, who writes: «Why Hadrian calls them ápfliqxXoi is unclear; perhaps the Trojan youth was good in sports which were often considered
alcin to war»12.
It is precisely the fact that the men of Ilion are compared to Hector,
who won fame not as an athlete but as a warrior, that makes Hartigan's
argument without foundation.
'ApritcpiXoc is a common Homeric epithet meaning «warloving»,
«Martis amans» 13 ; it is a word typical for bravery, predominantly
applied in Homer to Menelaus and to other Achaean heroes but never to
11 Rhetorical word play is often utilized in Hellenistic and late epigrams, cf. D. H. Garrison,
Mild Frenzy, Hermes, Zeitschrift fiir Klassische Philologie, Heft 41, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1978, p.
37f.
12 Moreover Hartigan, op. cit., p. 82 contradicting herself, maintains that Hadrian uses the
adjective merely for poetic reasons.
13 Germanicus, if he is the author of the latin version of this epigram, cf. D. L. Page, loc. cit.,
renders
cipimpiXouc in «gens.../ Martis amica».
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Trojans 14 . The adjective as an attribute of the Trojans is used again in
A.P. 11. 211 (Lucill.): «Zcoypel-re», kpálac, «Tpŭkc áprlicpiXot», in the
same metrical sedes.
Apart from ĉipritqxXos, the poet of this epigram has absorded and
fully utilized Homeric phrasing, as many Hellenistic and late epic poets
and epigrammatists for their own literary and aesthetic purposes.
Besides the adjective ĉip-ril(piXoc we may also note in line 1 of the epigram under discussion the use of the epithet díAtov, a word typical of
the Achaeans in Homer 15 , cf. Ebeling, Lex. Hom., s.v., p. 130, applied
here to Hector while in A.P. 9. 461 (Anon.) it is used for Troy.
This does not seem to be accidental or just confined to epigrams;
• already in archaic lyric poetry Sappho in an attempt at originality, refers
to aual-ric 'Av8pop.án fr. 44.5 (Lobel-Page), cf. Harvey 16 p. 209,
whereas Homer employs the adjective for the Achaeans. Among postHellenistic epic poets, Christodorus in A. P. 2. 189 writes OcoupóTroc
Kacro-dvSpa, a Homeric epithet applied to Calchas, N 70; Tryphiodorus
466, uses the attribute )nkexl-ruivcc for the Trojan women, whereas
Homer, N 685 refers to 'I áovec 1)nkExi-rctivcc, cf. Erbse, Sch. Vet., ad
loc.; Quintus Smyrnaeus 10.9 uses the adjective xécppcliv for
Polydamas, an epithet typical of Penelope in Homer, v 406, IT 130, cú
294, etc., and the examples can be multiplied.
To sum up: The use of the adjective áprii(piXot in the epigram under
discussion belongs to the device whereby stock Homeric attributes of
Achaean heroes denoting beauty or heroic force, are transferred to
Trojans by late epic poets and epigrammatists in a case of oppositio in
imitando towards Homer17.
Finally an anonymous epigram, A.P. 7. 723 (=A.S.F. Gow -D.L.
Page, Hellenistic Epigrams, Cambridge 1965, 3886 ff.):
'A Tiĉtp0C et8[111T0C Ka1 ĜWEI.1130TOC, (.7) AOKE8atilOV,
KOTTVOV
81-picca1 thXélit0V,
daKtOC • olowol 6 KOITai X0OVOC oixia Oév-reg
iiiipovrat • irñkkw 8 OŭK di01.101 X1)K01.
14 G. S. Kirk, 77ie Iliad: A Commentary, vol. I, Books 1-4, Cambridge 1985, p. 242.
15 The only Trojan called cipAioc, in Horner, is Asteropaeus, M 102, P 352.
16 A. E. Harvey, Homeric Epithets in Greek Lyric Poetry, CQ 7 (1957) 206-223.
17 For the transference of Homeric epithets within the framework of imitatio cum variatione and oppositio in imitando in Hellenistic and late epic poetry, cf. H. White, Theocritus' Idyll
XXIV: A Commentary, Amsterdam 1979, p. 20, with further bibliography.
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In line 1 the adjectives ĉlapsyroc Kal ávép_PaToc do not seem to
apply to a town elsewhere, cf. Gow-Page, op. cit., vol II p. 586, but we
may think here of A.P. 9.518 (Alk.Mess.), line 1 f. MaKŭvou
TrávTa (1)1X1TriTtli/ dt[iPaTá, and line 3f. x0clw tV 81) Kal TróvTos
&811T1Tal. 18.

The word thMvlov in line 2 has caused problems of interpretation;
Gow-Page, loc. cit., follow Diibner, Anthol. Pal., vol I p. 508, and
comment as follows on the word: «usually explained as= Achaean,
from Olenus, a town in Achaea, which, though somewhat odd, seems
right»19.
The adjective '1 .2Xévios, related to the town of Olenos, is very rare in
Greek20 , cf. Pape-Benseler, Wiirt. der Griech. Eigennamen, s.v. 1705,
and it seems unknown in the sense «Achaean»; the town of Olenos
although a member of the Achaean Confederacy, according to ancient
historians had never played an active role in the invasions against Sparta
(either in 207 BC, or in 218 BC, cf. material in Gow-Page, op.cit., II p.
585) and it would therefore be absurd to use its name to denote Achaea.
I think the problem is capable of a solution; the employment of the
adjective diXéviov in the epigram under discussion is a typical case of
Hellenistic ambiguity, whereby the word at first sight seems to mean
«Achaean», but upon closer examination the adjective reveals itself to
have the precise meaning required by the context2i.
As Boélte has already noted, R.E. s.v. Olenos 2440, the word 6Wviov in the line of the epigram under discussion does not refer to the
Achaean town, but means, as Hesychius says s.v., 8Eivóv, KaKóv. We
know that Hellenistic epic poets and epigrammatists very often utilize
18 Although the verbal resemblance between the two epigrams is clear, we cannot ascribe the
epigram under discussion to Alcaeus of Messene, as Legrand suggested in Rev. Ét. Anc. 3 (1901),
p. 194f.
19 Similarly W. R. Paton, The Greek Anthology, 5 vols. (Loeb edition), London 1969-1970
(1916-1918), vol. II, p. 385, translates Katrvbv... 'OXévtov, «The Oleniam smoke», and he explains
it as «Achaean»; cf. aslo H. Beckby, Anthologia Graeca, 4 vols. Miinchen 1957-1958, ad. loc.,
«olenischer Rauch».
20 Adjectives in -10Q, -10V, derived from place-names in -voc are rarely used in Greek literature, e.g. 'E1Ti8a111voci-loc, K ŭevoci-toc, Mtwod-toc, 'Opxop.Evód-toc, Tfpcijivoc/-toc,
etc.
21 For such an ambiguity conceming the word KoXotpciiva in Hermesianax 7.45 (Powell),
denoting not the town of Colophon but «success», cf. G. Giangrande, Textual and Interpretative
Problems in Hermesianax, EEAth XXVI (1977-78), p. 109 ff., with further bibliography.
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in their poetry glossae which are attested only in Hesychius or in
Etymologicum Magnum22.
This meaning may be due to the stem thXev- of the adjective diXéviov
being taken to be connected here with the aorist of 5XX411, 65XE-a-: it
would be a case of paretymology, a device often utilized by Hellenistic
and late epic poets.
The phrase SépKecti LŭXévtov therefore means «you see...
the dreadful smoke», and it is most probably modelled on the proverbial
phrase referred to Sparta, quoted by Plutarch, Ages. 31: «yuvrj AáKalva
Kauvói, oŭx dipaice TroXII.tiov»; the area has obviously been set on
fire by the invaders.
University of loannina
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22 It iS perhaps worth pointing out that such glossae often coincide with place-names, e.g.
dkujalov/ 'Akítatov, axicüv/ 'AXidtüv, civuals1 "AVUO1C, 11.0110V/ BáTLOV, • d&tpa/ Fd&tpa,
Saivtov/ átdvtov, etc., and often are a subject for word-play, cf. Hesychus, s.v. FaAry/x54-: irctiCct
iv EltroXic, rrapti -rt> XapflivEtv. ZOTLV Kal Trókç KCL1 POTĜl1/11‘ eiSos.

